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The proposed increase in tuition has created a financial squeeze for many EWU students·,
including these.five students who recently 'modeled next fall's wardrobe. Higher tuition
may force many students to cut down on luxury items such as food and clothing. A
spokesman for the group was quoted as saying ''The Levis I've worn for the last three

years have ha~ it and ~o have we. When tuition comes down, our pants will go up."
Kelly Hitchcock, right, and Denise Ames, saddened by the plight of their less fortunate
rellow students, stared in disbelief for several minutes.
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Negotiations stalled

Funny issue is
not too serious
The Easterner has [againJ broken with
tradition by publtshing a not-too-serious
.\'prO Fool's Day issue in · a -I-column
format.
Tht• articles contained within this issue
\\ t•rt• not \Hittt>n with anyone particular in
mind. Instead, they were written for the
· 1·t•,uling pleasua·.- or students, faculty.
: atlministratt«h1, and th~ EWU community.
,\ny similarities with characters porl r.1 ~ t'd within this issur with_those living
an• 1>m·t•I~· eoinl'idental.
I I.a \ "t' a nice day and a successful
quarll•r.
The staff

Eastern writers
leave death trail
--by T. Nathanial Enquirer-Two Associated Students executive assistants were killed and $4,000 damage was
done to the AS office last Tuesday
·afternoon when three male Easterner
reporters attacked the AS office.
According to one witness, the reporters
broke into the AS office brandishing
reporter's notebooks and screaming misnomers.
''The guys just came in here and went
absolutely crazy. They went straight for
the typewriters, picked them up, and
smashed them on the floor. It was
awesome," s~id the witness who asked to
remain anonymous.
Two of the reporters were apprehended
late Tuesday by Campus Safety. The
identities of the two are being held pending
notification of Sigma Delta Chi, the society
for professional journalists.
The identities of the two ASEWs also are
being held upon request of Itch Peels, AS
president.
The whereabouts and identity of the
third reporter remains unknown, according to Campus Safety Chief Hugh Doneit.
Several doors An the AS office were
smash'e d; one had grafitti scrawled on it,
according to Campus Safety.
Campus Safety would not confirm one
report that the cause of the attack was
revenge for an incident that occurred fall
quarter between an ASEA and an Easterner reporter.
One witness did say, however, that a
message scrawled in red lipstick on one of
the ASEA 's forehead read: "Remember
Steve Hughes?''

Hostage solution at impasse
- - - b y Sara Transvestite-Negotiations for the release of five
Iranian students continued today between
EWU administration officials and an EWU
psychology major who has held the students hostage in LA Hall since early
Monday.
The male Iranian students were abducted Monday at8:30 a.m. as they walked
from the minority booth at the AIJeyway
Grille in the PUB.
I.M. Irate, a 26-year-old Moses Lake
native, has held the hostages--hands
bound, eyes blindfolded--at gunpoint in his
LA Hall room, according to Campus Police
Chief Hugh Dunnit.
Dunnit said Irate is demanding, among
other things, front line privileges in partial
schedule lines ''because he believes that
things here are just too damn complicated."
Other demands include: identification of
"every son-of-a-bitch who screwed up my
registration"; replacement of a destroyed
Tawanka dining card; free parking
throughout the campus; and the release of
the names of all athletes who have
scholarships, Dunnit said.
Irate told administration officials that
he will release the students unharmed only
if all the demands are met. He gave no
deadline, police said.

"For now, I'm having fun tying little
yellow ribbons around their bodies," Irate
told police.
In a telephone conversation with the
EWU junior earlier today, The Easterner
learned that the hostages have been
treated well.
"I brought back some sand from San
Diego and filled my room with it. The guys
seem to · be pretty comfortable roJJing
round in it," said Irate, adding that the
hostages "are as happy as clams."
According to witnesses, Irate led the
hostages to LA Hall after binding them
with rope.
Bud Uponit, an EWU sophomore, said
Irate grabbed a broomstick, swung it at
the Jranians and ordered them to lie on the
tile floor .
"Boy, was he crazy. After they were on
the floor, Irate took the broomstick and
placed it between the Iranians and tied
their hands to it. He then jerked them up
from the floor and ordered them to
march," Unponit snickered.
Police said they have asked Irate why he
did not take hostage a prominent individual such as EWU President F. Horatio
Erickson.
"He said that he would hav~ taken
Erickson hostage, but he has only room
enough for five Iranians. You know, LA

Hall rooms aren't that big," said Campus
Police Detective Mindy Seed.
The identities of the five Iranian students are being withheld pending notification of family, "but that could be very
difficult considering they got a war going
on over there," said Seed.
International Student Coordinator B.J .
Wang said he ,has filed :a grieva·r:Jce with
the United Nations, demanding that the
organization force the EWU Administration to comply with !rate's demands.
"This has gone on wong, er, long enough.
It's got to stop now," said Wang.
Erickson could not be reached for
comment in El Salvador where he is
spending the week.
Ken Doldrum, assistant to the president,
said the administration will not comply
with the demands.
"Imagine what would happen if we gave
in! By golly, every student here with a
reason to be disgusted with sloppy programs and artificial foods--including crust
around Tawanka's apple sauce and Saniflush rings around soup bowls--well, you
see that they would have us by the balls.
Don't print that," Doldrum said.
Spokane County Sheriffs have cordoned
off the area surrounding LA Hall, and
residents have been given temporary
housing in other dormitories.

-Lawmakers consider pro-porno bill
- - - - b Y Rim Lemon- - A pro-pornogrJphy bill was introduced
in the State Legislature this week by
Immoral Minority leader Howould U. Act.
Act said his_organization has sponsored
the bill to "combat the disturbing effect
the Moral Majority's anti-pornography bill
would have on the youth of Washington
State."
"lf you outlaw pornography, only perverts will have access to it," he said.
If adopted, the bill would allow any
citizen to close any business establishment
selling magazines that did not prominently
display lewd and lavacious material.
Whipit Good, co-sponsor of the bill, said
if something is not done to combat the
influence of the Moral Majority, "our
children will grow up believing sex is only
for perverts and our race will die out.
Either that or our children will become the
first generation to grow up in a. country
chock full of perverts."
Act said he thought it time that . the

"average sexual deviant" stood up and be
counted.
.
"The Moral Majority claims a membership of 20 million; that hardly makes a
majority when you consider that there are
200 million Americans," he said.
"There are a lot of us perverts out there,
Good added.
During the legislative session, Act displayed four magazines that he and Good
had bought at random in local Olympia
stores.
''There is not one bare thigh, exposed
dimple or scantily clad female contained
in the pages of any of these magazines,"
Act said.
The magazines he offered for inspection
included Field and Stream, Newsweek,
Business Review and Life.
"This is shameful, the National Enquirer has higher standards than this,"
Good said.
Act and Good said they were able to find
only one magazine that "has questionable

standards. " That magazine, they said,
was National Geographic.
'' Africa had an exposed coast, '·1 Act said.
Good said his organization has compiled
a "hit list" of people they are going to put
on a "Smut mailing list" to raise their
consciousness.
Included on the list were state representative Margaret Leonard, Spokane
Mayor Ron Bair, the Rev. Jerry Falwell
and President Ronald Reagan.
Sally Slut1 who admitted to participating
in as many as two sexual acts in the last 30
years, proposed that the Immoral Minority of the Inland Empire start an annual
"sit on it" award, to be given to the most
outstanding religious fanatic of the year.
Slut proposed the first award be given to
Rev. Falwell for his "unending crusade to
impose his views on everyone else. "
"The award would consist of a golden
statue of a fist with an upraised middle
finger. Engraved below the fist would be
the words, 'sit on it'," Slut said.
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Something. new in theatre.: talk.ing fingers
----byV.D.Hertz---

Ted Handsome, right, and Betty Lotion engage in a tender moment in one love scene
from th~ EWU Fingers' production of Hold Me Tighter, which debuts next Thursday, 8
p.m. in the University Theatre. Due to various scenes containing explicit digital sex,
children under six will not be permitted in the theatre.

grammar school, and has studied as an
As far back as most of remember, a actor at Heller Keller .University and the
raised middle finger and clenched fist has Jullian School in New York City.
been a symbol of dissatisfaction--a well"It was after New York that I decided to
known, ungraceful expression which was get into directing. l didn't have much of a
usually aided by one or two words that choice. There are not too many acting jobs
meant (and still do) a solo performance in . for blind people, you know," he said.
human sexual intercourse.
Uck's first production was Hands Off, a
But nowadays the symbol has taken on a tragedy performed in 1978 by ~ theatre
new meaning. The middle finger and group in West Springfield, Mass. The play
clenched fist is the new logo of EWU received mixed reviews.
Fingers, a group of mute theatre students.
"That was an experience. The play's
"We are not just another student theatr~ crew was just fantastic. The only problem
group,': said Bob "Big" F. Uck, Finger's was that half the production was in sign
artistic dtrector and founder. ''Instead, we language. I've learned since then that it is ·
are a group of multi-talented artists who either all talk or no talk at all," lick said.
have been kept pretty silent over the
Uck predicts that sign language theatre
years."
.
. will become a commercial success in three
Uck, blind since birth, said Fingers is years.
.
the first American theatre group for
"People encourage me all the time,
people with a talking handicap.
.
especially here. Everyday J've got profesThe purpose of the group, which is sors and administrators coming up to me
composed of 14 actors, is to present to ·the and pointing me in the right direction,'' he
EWU community original theatrical pro- said.
ductions featuring sign language perThe Fingers'" first production, Hold Me
formed by over 100 well-manicured fing- Tighter, a modern comedy, is scheduled .to
ers.
open next Thursday,· s p.m. in the Univer"If people have problems with the sign sity's Theatre.
language, we give them a sign language
"We really have been working our hands
program. It is easy to follow along with off, so to speak," said Uck.
the production," said Uck.
'The play is free to the.public.
Uck has been involved in theatre since
Call 359-0000 for reservations.

'Someone had to do it'

Erickson 'jumps .gun', asks f~i' enrollment ceiling
- - by T. Nathanial Enquirer-Wearing a shy smile, Eastern Washington University's President F. Horatio
Erickson raised his head up from his desk,
shuffled a few newspapers and rested a
stubby forefinger on a white crumpled
sheet of paper.
"This is it. This is the one that is going to
cause so much trouble around here," said
the 52-year-old former business administration graduate.
The "trouble" is Erickson's recomendation to place a ceiling on enrollment
beginning next fall.
"Something had to be done. So I did it,"
Erickson said, stroking his short, grayishwhite beard.
If the recommendation is adopted at the
EWU Board of Trustee's April 29 meeting,
only 5,000 people would be allowed to enroll
in EWU next year, a decrease of nearly
3,000 from this year's total enrollment.
According to the recommendation, only
high school students with a minimum
grade point average of 3.0 and who are
capable of running lOQ yards under 10
seconds will be admitted.
Returning students will b~given priority
over freshmen, but only if they have
maintained a cumulative 3.0 g.p.a.
Priority will be determined in both cases
by the date and time of application for
enrollment.
"I figure if we put a ceiling on enrollment and the state funds us at 5,500, well,
you can see it would benefit the rest of the
students left out here. Why we could even
get more athletes with the extra money,"
he said.
.
This year the university is contracted for
nearly 6,600 full-time equivalent students
(FTEs).
In an effort to cut the state's budget
deficit, Washington State legislators have
..been
.. ,. looking at, among other things, the

state's higher education system. Recently,
the lawmakers sent administrators, • including Erickson, a stern warning: prepare for the worst.
"I'm just jumping the gun a bit. I know
they are going to cut us, so I am just letting
them know I'm-preparing for the worst." ,
Erickson, asked what would occur if the
state decides to fund at a level lower than
5,500, said, "Well I guess we will have to
cross that bridge when we get to it."
Erickson said he may also recommend
to the so·a rd a measure that would save
approximately $350,000 of EWU's operating expenses, including a proposal that
would reduce faculty by at least 100 by
1983. Erickson said he knows he walks on a
layer of thin ice when he discusses cutting
faculty, " but someone has to do it."
" With citizens getting more fed up with
taxes, the legislators will undoubtedly be
looking more anrl more to education to
reduce the state's budget deficit. Heck, it
might get so bad that we'll have to cut
back on hiring administrators," he said.

win all the time. Just as long as you know
who owns the golf club and how he plans to ·
use it."
Erickson, EWU's president since 1977,
placed the trophy back inside the case and
continued his walk through the office.
"This thing on tuition bugs me-:•· he said.
"For one thing, it doesn't seem to be high
enough ... Hmm, how's this: if we are going
to place a ceiling on enrollment, then let's
place a cellar on parent's and student's
yearly income--no one under $15,000 a year
gets in," Erickson said.
Erickson talked of pleasing both legislators and taxpayers who, he says, would
like to see the quality of education increase
but not at the state's expense.
" I've got the answer to that. Initially, we
would retain only faculty who have two
degrees. That way they could teach two
classes instead of one. After that we would
just hire doctors to fill in the gaps.
"Sure, at first the burden would be on
the shoulders of the two-degree faculty
· members. But things would get better ,
after awhile,'; he said.
Plaques and awards of sorts line the
Standing up from his desk, Erickson bpokshelves in Erickson's second floor
turned and stared out a window that over- Showalter office. A mahogany coffee table
looks the front lawn at Showalter Hall.
sits between two, brown leather chairs.
"You know, being president of a univer- Erickson plops down on one.
sity is not an extremely easy task. There is
so many difficult decisions to make, ones
"And another thing. I don't think we will
that are not expected to please everyone. have tdo much trouble getting a permTake· this enrollment thing--please, take anent liquor liaense for the faculty / staff
it," he said, followed by a familiar choke of lounge in the PUB. Face it, we are not
going to be gambling or anything like
laughter.
;Erickson turned away from the window that," he said.
and walked across his office to a glass
As Erickson sees it, obtaining a permtrophy case. He opened the trophy oase
anent liquor license is as easy as "melting
and picked up a silver golfing trophy.
"You see this? This symbolizes the lives chocolate in a microwave."
"But someone still has to know how to
of most university presidents," he said,
F. llo.-atio Erickson poses for staff
operate
the oven. Fortunately for the staff,
pointing to a raised golf club held over the
photographer.
head of an obese golfer. "You don't have to faculty and morale I do," he said.

'

Fogdown kill8d in Showalter blast
.I'

Al Fogdown, assistant to the Provost for
Student Services, was killed early today
when a bomb exploded at his Showalter
. office, Campus Police said. Fogdown,
EWU's only disciplinary officer, was 42 ......
years old.
Campus Police suspect the slaying is
linked to an incident last year involving an
EWU student who was suspended by

Fog~own for a llegedly participating in a
Tawanka Commons food smuggling' ring.
No one else was reported injured in the
9:50 a.m. explosion that rocked Showalter
and gutted a large section of the second
floor.
Campus Police are ·continuing investi-.
gation to determine how the bomb was
detonated.

According to witnesses, Fogdown,
known as "Uncle Al", entered Showalter's
lobby at approximately 8:30 a.m.
· "He then had a cup of coffee and chatted
with a friend. After that he went up to his
office, opened the door and bang. That was
it for Al," said Campus Police Detective
Mindy Seed.

Rap~ talk today_
Convicted rapist Qso Good. will be on
campus today to conduct a 2-hour rape
awareness program in the PUB commuter
lounge.
The 8 p.m. event, sponsored by the
Women's Center, will provide demonstrations on some basic techniques for protection against rape.
• "There are ways you can prevent it,
believe me,'' Good said in a telephone conversation yesterday from his Walla Walla
prison cell.
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laugh louder

Smoking 'pot' and jogging -considered dangerous
.

_ _ by T. Nathanial Enquirer- Colombian, Mexican, Jamaican--with
all the types of commercial hr.ands of
marijuana to choose from, Bob continues
to gro~ and smoke homegrown, eliminating the possibility, he says, of inhaling
"something so completely foreign that it
might kill me.''
Bob, 32, has smoked marijuana ,.for 15
years. He smokes it every d~y-after work,
before breakfast, and on the toilet. He
frequently enjoys "smoking out" in new
places--on city buses, in publi'c restrooms,
and on top of jungle gyms. And recently he
began smoking marijuana while jogging.
Mary, · 26, started smoking marijuana
while jogging in 1979. She wanted to lose
weight and enjoy herself. Two years later
she has lost little weight--five pounds--and
has spent $4,500 on marijuana and jogging
shoes.
Bob and Mary are not alone. In fact, they
are fa a large group of. young Americans
who have been smoking marijuana and
jogging daily.
Latest estimates are that 45 percent of
men and women under the age of 35-approximately 36 million--have smoked
marijuana while jogging at least once.
This social phenomena has many professi.onals. in the nation's health industry
worried. Most strongly feel that the
estimated 5.2 million Americans who
regularly smoke marijuana and jog simult uneously are placing their health in
danger.
"People are out there literally screwing
up their bodies. Most don't know about it or
, if they do, they don't care," said Dr. H. Ed.
Mann; director of · RASS (Running and
Smoking Stinks), a Portland, Ore. anti~mokiilg group. "I you are going to run,
my God, don't smoke too."
Many of the country's physicians argue
that most "jogsmos" --a common reference lo ~arijuana smoking joggers-are
unaware=' of the dangers of jogging and
smoking simultaneously. They conclude
that the lungs' air sacks are extremely
vulnerable to marijuana resin • (THC),
~hich, when inhaled while jogging, sticks
to the cellulose-like walls of the sacks.
"It is really disgusting to look into lungs
that are filed with marijuana resin; too
much fowl-smelling, black goo," said Dr.
Jane Ayrehead, a spokeswoman for
BREATH (Beat Resin Entry At The
Hands) , an anti-smoking organization in
Boston.
"Our most recent findings indicate that
more a nd more high joggers are getting
sicker a nd sicker," Ayrehead said.
And Bea Fast, acting director of the
Seattle-based anti-smoking group LOLA
<Leave Our Lungs Alone), expla ins, "It is
so important to let the lungs have air, and
only air. If they are getting smoke, well,
the delicate organs suffer. If it is getting
high that you wa'n t, just jog and leave the
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smoking to non-joggers.''
Fast said many, if not most jogsmos
injure non-smoking joggers as well as
themselves.
"How would you like
someone in front of
I
you toking up? That ·smoke has to go
somewhere, and I don't like it going into
my lungs,'' Fast sa.id.
Most joggers, however, disagree with
anti-smokers, and firmly believe there is
justification for smoking the marijuana.
Many cite pro-smoking studies and the
recent court ruling which legalized the use
of mar,ijuana by Multiple SclerQsis
victims.
· "Let us be real about this entire thing,"
said Ben Thear, an unemployed Spokane,
Wash. baker. "This is the United States of
America and I can do anything I da mn
well please, within reason, of course.
Besides, do I look like I'm dying? I have
never felt better in my life," Thear said.
Jogsmos nationwide claim that jogging
on either country or city roads, on concrete
sidewalks or in parks is "extremely
enlightening", a n experience, they say,
made .even more so with a "good high. " .
" It is kind of like sticking your head out

of an afrplane window, no, make that a jet
window at 5,000 feet, '' said Shana Shirt, a
Spokane realtor. ''The experience is just
out o( this world."
Dr. Albert Smoker, a San Francisco
psychologist and pro-smoker, said smoking marijuana aids joggers who have an
altered perception of everyday reality.
" Put simply, if you are normal and jog,
you most likely will experience a natural
high . Bui if you are not normal and jog,
marijuana helps you experience what
other so-called norma l joggers are experiencing," he said.
Smoker suggests that joggers who have
difficulty reaching a " natural high state"
should " roll three or four great joints"
before warmup exercises, place the cigarettes inside a sma ll plastic bag and -then
slip the bag into one sock.
"That will usua lly eliminate any real
chances of hurting other joggers , because
rolling and running at the same time is
difficult," Smoker said .
Futurist C. " Tom" Orrow, founder and
past president of Spokane's F ASSM (For
Altered State--Smoke Marijuana) , predicts that jogging and smoking marijuana

together will be commonplace by the year
2000.
"Not only will we have running shoe
industries, but jogging/drug-related in. dustries as well," he said.
'
Orrow, who in 1958 p redieted that one of
the stars in Bon zo Goes to Washington
would be a future U.S. president, said 21st
century American jogsmos will have the
opportunity to purchase such items as toe
clips and cocaine watches.
"The clips you just tie into your shoelaces, like you do now with your keys. And
when you get down to a roach, just stop
jogging and pull the clip out," Orrow said.
The cocaine watch, Orrow said, will
have a hidden compartment where the
" hopefully by-then legal drug" will be kept
until needed .
"Just pull out a small plastic straw from
your sweatband, press a button on the
watch , and a small compartment will pop
open . Then just stick the straw in and
inhale .
There will be a lot of fast and happy
joggers in the future," Orrow said.

-Classifries------ - - - - - - - - Miscellaneous
NEED WHEELS? W e got 'em booted . Limited
supply I! I Campus Saf ety
BARE BOTTOM SPANKINGS
For unru ly yng m e n to 26 by hndsme Dad, 40.
Bo)( 1)(44, 11 9 Post Av·e., San Francisco 94 109 N o

$.
HOSTAGE GLASSES : two doz., 12 oz, som e
crocked. a rea l co llector' s item. Send $35 to J.C.
Plai ns, GA.
For Sole: M cCarthy buttons. " Be rea lly conserva tive. Support th e CIA a nd Sen . M cCort~y", $4 ea.
PO Box Repub . 15,- Wosh ing ton , D.C.
SURROGATE M OTHERS : Need a kid? Will m eet
you half w ay, dads. M ake offer. Coll 413- 134200 a nytime .

Esta te of Worrin M agnuson . Seattle, M on. Apr . 6,
9- 10 p.m. Royal typewriters, political IOUs, four
pen & penci l sets, five seat cushions, oak desk,
library tbl, liv rm f urn, coffee & end-tb ls, leath er
30-sty le chair. NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED MUST PAY OFF CAM P. DEBTS.

TWO enterprising business ma jors , over 21, wi ll
buy l iquor for commiss ion . Col l this paper.
WANTED: MJ seeds . Co ll J. a t 418-216-34 11.
AUCTIO N : Bongs, pipes, c lips and other equp.
Seldom used . Campus Safety.
NEWLY lie. day core, two meals, fen ced yard,
fu l l-ti m e and drop ins. PO Box 1x2356)( Wa l la
Wa lla
BUY NOW!II
76-80 HUSTLER issues $300. Videocassettes : De ep
Throat, Devi l in Mrs. Jones, and o thers. Real
bargain. $5/ cossette. A lso, se)( ed. fi lm s.
SPECIA L: Bosto n P. Orch. per. music l o get off an.
$14 Ip, send $ PO Box M. Majority, O ly mp ia

$$ SAV,E $$ - New dating club - M i)(' n Match .
Video files . Come in for photo , interview.
'Downtown Cheney

Won ted
Two dozen coeds for new cheney hote l/ mote l
mg mt co. Send photo this newspaper.

YOU NG coup le looking for younger coup le to
live in l ie. young couple home - co ll 4 13- 1323333.
Lost
Lady 's ri ng, blue sapphire & diamond cluster,
wit h fing er. REWARD. Info col l thi s paper.

LOST BI RD: in Badger Lake area last Tu es. eve.
Caught under car wh eel, in pieces : red wings,
b lack dot on beak. Looks like it mi ght have been
a conarie. Call newspaper fo r info.

\
M assag e

$500 REWARD for info leading to appre . & conv.
of those invl with screwing up my registration.
Reply BOX HELP, EWU

I' d love to dom inate you with my leather
goodies and make yo u grovel a t my fee t, think
you con ta ke it turkey ? Let Bo nita sh ow you how
it is done. I' ll turn your pi zza zz 'into quiverin g
je ll y. Pho ne 946- 1180.

for Sa le

FANTASIES FULF ILLED
I' m as kinky as you cum. SM & BD Ca ll 929-011 5.

1 ½ Hp 220 V Frederi cksen ho t air pump with new
340 gal. pressure tonk $450 firm. Co ll Showalte r.
PARKING DECALS: Lot 10 , 4-sole. $22.50. Send $
this paper.

OUTCALLS! ! !
3 Yng lovely ladies do outcall wit h w ithi n
Cheney a ~ea only. Coll at any hou r, anytime
981 - 1200.
PROSTATE MASSAGE, o ld er woma n--your masseuse , ottroctive--Honey 444-8 111 .

Pet!;
OBEDIEN CE CLASS: All breeds with owners
w elcome. 8 w eeks $ 150 Regr. soon, class begins
Apr. 10. Send Resume, photos PO Bo)( 4 10x)(
Che ney.
Dog, cot in heat? City Spray & Ne uter Service.
Dogs, $ 1; Cots, free. We serve w ith a smile .

Se)(y 5'6" Lati no, 20. Mode l/ M asseur/ Escort-Smooth trim body; 125 lbs ; for a hot session wit h
good looki ng ma scu line guy, ph one CARLOS
8 11 -4481 ; specia l overnight rote.

HORNY? if you o re discreet a nd generous, I can
solve your problem. 844- 1990, Beatrice.

..,
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,.Stick it in your ~ar, Marris f.
'

The Moral Majority has a friend on the Associated Student
~ Counell. And that has created quite a stink.
' ·· One councilmember has proposed an AS constltutlonal
amendme~t that If adopted ~ould place two m,mbera of the
EWU Moral Majority Club on. the council - with full voting
privileges.
.
· ··
·
~
·
The purpose of \he proposed amendment, according to Its
sponsor, Councllme.mber. Michael . .,arrls, Is to Improve the
council's representation of the student majority.
H9wever, the proposed · amendment's purpose does not
hold up under close examination. Only 20 students comprise
the local chapter of the Moral Majority. That's ~eflnltely not . ~
a majority:
.
·
The· ~U Young Republicans have· many more student
members. Yet, It doesn't have direct. representation on the
'
council.
Why, then, give the .Moral Majority Club ·two council rep~ . ·
resentatlves?
·
·.
.
·Marris, a national Moral Majority member, reasons that
creating the two council positions would create~ a stronger ~,
student voice, "because the Double M accurately ··reflects
t~e views of the majority.~
·
·
~- ...
~ Desiring ,a stronger student voice Is comni'enda~. Sut ~·, · :·
constitutional amendment giving a minority of students a " ..
guaranteed vote Is ridiculous.
.. ·
If the council wants to better represent s,udents, It should · ...:
establish positions that require councilmembers to . attend
.student cl1,1b and organization meetings.
As a member of the Moral Majority, Marris would seem
the likely candlctate for at least one of those positions. '
Let's hope the .proposed constitutional am8'dment falls
and leaves Intact the sense of true representation that the .·
cou~cll now mirrors.

-w~re ·l'-' s-\:
'\''\"''jiY1~ doC-tor!
11}Q

~
0

·::.£eti~' L ~ - - - - , - - ~ - ~'\.-·---=· ~ Needs Cubans

.

'i

.,

'

/

Editor:
Do you know how to , order some of those

'

Cuban refugees in Arkansas?
The boys and I were thinking we c'ould lower
or eliminate the B&O tax if we got hold of a few
of them and put them in police uniforms.
But, of course, we would hove to clean them
up. Most of them need shoves, haircuts, and to'
be converted Ip Catholicism.
We would appreciate any support.

T. Novak
Spokane
I

A~Ttiddle

'

'

Editor:
You guys there seem pr~tty _intelligent, so
here's a riddle for you:
What would you hove if Rolph Abernathy's
daughter married LI. Brezhnev) grandson and

l,

--------'--~--,----------'--~...;._--=--- both chose to live in the Soviet Union?

Hint: a few of these and you m1ght end up
under the table.
The Rev. J. Fol/well
.,
San Frol"lcisco
I
,, ' I ~

PUt his·twO ·centS· worth {n·
•

Editor:
In t.he recent issues of The Easterner we hove
heard from liberals, queers, sissies, and God
knows what all, so maybe I'll put in my two cents
worth before somebody gets the Bible thumpers
stirred up.

QUEERS
Just like body lice, queers ore liable to turn up
anyplace, even right here in Cheney. Not to soy
they don't hove a right to be here, or anyplace
else. 1n fact, queers hove just as much right ·to be
perverted as liberals hove to be stupid, OJ
foreign students hove to smell bod, or drunkards
have to lie, orwelfare ·recipients hove to be lazy
and worthless. Everybody has rights and nobody
is perfect.
The only question about queers is, "what the
hell use ore they?" The give the psychologists
~omething to blow about, and they give
everybody else something to laugh at. But other
than that, I don't know of anything ci queer ever
did that was worthwhile.

SISSIES
Lost issue you had a letter to the editor from a
fella whose "didn't raise any soldiers ... doesn't
wont to go to war." Hell, I was in a war and it
was fun. Wo,r is the only legal adventure a
· "poor" guy con get in this country. You can get
drunk every night if you wont to in a war; you
can ride orounq in airplanes, you can swap lies
with your buddies dll day, and you con see
strange lands with funny names in a war. The
only thing about a war that isn't funny is the
fighting and that doesn't toke long, two or three
hours a month, maybe. The rest of the time you
can just goof off.
War is also a good place to test your strength
and your courage. And if you con keep from
getting blown to pieces, war con make you a

~

Ho•olf}ng is answe_r

much better person.
Besides, if all mo.thers raised kids that
wouldn't go to war, America would still be in the
hands of the Eskimos.

LIBERALS
The liberals believe in each and every quack
that comes along, including the Communists.
T~ Communists have their faults, too, but they
always foll short of believing in the liberals.

WELFARE RECIPIENTS
'1f the welfare recipients wont to be lazy and
worthless, then they hove every right to do so.
The rest of us ought to support the(Tl in their
efforts. We ought to give them their own
community, in fact. Maybe in more temperate
climates, down in the Nevada desert, for
instance. We, could give them nothing but
surplus wheat for their vittles and issue them all
special welfare clothes, so that when the sorry
S.O.B.'s come into town regular people could
recognize and ovoid them.

FORF.IGN STUDENTS
I could be wrong about them. Not all of them
smell bad. But if they wont to toke oovantoge of •
our technology, maybe we ought to make them
serve a hitch in the Morine Corps; probably put
on e'nd to our wars if our enemies was all
brothers and cousins of our soldiers.

BIBLE THUMPERS
Bless their hearts. These people hove grown
up in church families and usually have learned
to be decent. They ore kind, generous and
forgiving of us sinners. I only wfsh they would
learn how to be quiet.

DRUNKARDS
Well. ..nobody's perfect.

Fronk S. Oliver
Spokane

/

•I

k

Editor:
Hey, I got lhe perfect pion as to what LA Holl
shouid be used for in the future.
Here it is: let's get Spokane Community
College to move its hotel and motel monogement courses out nere. ·And then let's send
someone to New York, Los Angeles or Son Diego
to recruit professional pimps.
What will that do? Well, the most important
thing is that it would probably fill the hall to
capacity every night. It would also give students
on opportunity to perfect their managerial skills.
Besides, you probably could get the Seattle
Seohawks to begin their training comps sooner
and mok.e it lost longer.
It works in Wallace.

Patty Calobreasy

Spokane

Hates-'spring

I

' ,

Cheney

F~nce said
Editor:
, ,1
I would like io toke o fence at ~what a terrible
jury in California did to Barrel Surebet; it gave
that silly, loud-mouthed individual somewhere
near $2 million clams just because o, newspaper
printed a false story about her dining engagement with Henri Kissherbult.
Now , Mr. editor, I've seem some awful stuff
pr1n•ed about some awful people and no jury
award following publication.
Like the time Washington Sen. Poop Jackson
was called "on associate" of Washington, O.C.
heroi.ne Ri ta Junket. Now us Washingtonians just
flat know ol' Poop would not ever stoop to be
corquered.
.
And, on the home front, how about the time
when "'spokone Mayor Ron Bore was unjustly
accused of peeping down the dress of on office
secretory. The news account of the event left out
that Mr. Bore stood on a stock of telephone
books. Con you imagine!
One lost incident that irked me... That recent
story oboi:it the ruling authority of Spokane
County, the Boord of County Commissioners.
Some dimwitted reporter referred to the trio as
the Three Morons.. I just thought it unfair that
only two of them have questionable mental
alertness, the third being just short of 0 1 Rhodes
scholar--ot least so I'm told·.
Thanks, Editor Mon, for allow ing me to
express my fence.

Editor:
Here it is April in Cheney. And finally I hove
learned wbot spring really is. I mean what ii
really is.
Spring is really gross, especially here . . All
around in the air Is these little fuzzy things that
come from flowers. Some of them ge) stuck up
my nose.
You ever get one of those th ings in your nose?
Believe me, It's nothing to sneeze at.

Blubber Head
Medical Lake

Letters
The Easterner wants letters reflecting most p0ints of view. All efforts
will be made by staff to publish
many letters, space' permitting.
The Easterner reserves the right
to edit all letters for mistakes.
Address letters to Editor, The

I

I

:Ellsterller.;.·. .;. _________,. ,. . ___________-_-________

:_:_::_~_~--EW_u_,_k_lon_d_ike_,_A,-ka_n-----

~

.....

'

It is hard enough for us people with hoy fever,
but when those th ings start flying around and
getting up no'ses, well, it just gets so damn
irritating.
I'm sure Mother Nature didn't mean for: them
flowers to Impregnate human noses with fuzz.
And another thing about spring ... spring is also
human blood season for bees. It seems those
little bugs get some of that flower fuzz up their
snappers and they go crazy.
•
You would think those fuzz buzzers had
something other to do with their stingers than
poking them in human arms. Haven't they ever
heard pf female bees?
•
And you wont to know what I really hate? I
hote gelling into my car and finding a dead bee
stuck between my windshield and dashboard.
You ever try pulling a dead bee out of that?
You hove to do it piece by piece, .and I don't
have _the time to do that. , .
8. Gram

~

editor

·
phOtOgraphy editor

staff Writers

Mick Krud

Rita Jerkette
DI A. Fram

sports editor

photographers

T. NfJthanlal Enquirer

•

assistant editor

I

Lou Cinder

Rip Lemon
,,

feature ·editor_
Nancy Slowspeed

circulation
John Scatter

~-/u. ~~:

Sean Shutter
Polly Polerold
Larry .Lenz

advertising ma·nager
Monty Greed

adv.i sor
Thomas Burntout
The Easte ner is published weekly.
Why? Because as an organ of Eastern
Washington University this newspaper
serves students as cm outlet for their
collective frustrations, The newspaper-with at least a 5,000 circulotion--is the
brainchild of a deceased olumrws. But It
still makes for good reading. Opinions ,
expressed ore usually t,greeable with us
and the newspaper's founder.
Address all intelligent' and legible
inquiries and letters to the editor, EWU,
Klondike, Arkansas 10611.
Printed in town and in moss confusion.
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Dixy Lee
calls.
MM
.
're.ligious hogwash'
.

'

---=------by Rita Jerkette---

'

telling where the group will stop," she
said.
Former Washington State Governor ·
Ray said her !'greatest" concern about
Dixy Lee Ray called the leadership of the
·
the
Moral Majority was the effects the
Moral Majority "backwards, illiterate,
organization might have on children.
and full of religious hogwash."
"When you think of all the press this
Speaking to a capacity crowd in the
group has gotten, you start to think that
Pavilion last Thursday evening, Ray said,
maybe people--especially children--might
"If is organizations like the Moral Majorstart thinking the group's ideals and goals
ity that really screw things up for the rest
are right. I see that as a problem," she
of.us right-minded people."
.
said.
·
"The Moral Majority thinks because
When asked if she would continue to
Ronald Reagan is in office that it will be
campaign heavily against the group, Ray
able to recall Prohibition and other insaid, "Let's just say I'll do everything
effective morale-legislating measures.
within my power to make sure that that
You can't legislate morals," she said.
group does not become more powerful
Ray, who was defeated last year in her
than it already is."
attempt for re-election, has recently been
Ray said if the group wins support in the
speaking out 'against the Moral Majority
state legislature, entire educational pro- _
and otlier ultra-conservative organizations
grams in the state•~ public schools may.
throughout the state.
need to be altered.
"I'm not saying it was behind my loss
"If they lobby heavily for creation, you
last year. But you can be sure it wasn't one
might see the evolution theory thrown out
of my supporters,'' she said.
the
window . . Then creation would be the
"It's all a matter of semantics. One
. only thing taught to the students. That
minute the group wants sex education
would place an additional burden on all
fHms. The next minute they drop that issue
local
r:eligious organizations," she said.
and pick up pornography. There is no

'

Ne·w •_:waves of"terrorism
roe,:;ely co}lege Pranks

Bringing ho·me bacon?

swalJowing, are as frequent and transient
Recent Middle East studies have indil'a tt•d that seemingly endless strings of '
as fashion. according to Habibi.
t t•rrorism are merely coJlege hazing rit"In the last couple of years the trend for
uals. according to psychologist Shabib
these rituals has been to concentrate ·on
I la hi hi of Tehran University.
Americans, in general," he said. "The
· "\'ou crazy Americans swallow live
mor.e Americans involved, the better
· ..'."ldl ish. raid women·::; dorms for panties
chance a pledge has of gaining entrance
.11ul smg ridiculous. humiliating songs in
into a· frnl. But you know how kids are
order to prove worthy of ac.ceptance into a
these days. Toi:norrow it may be Swedes or'
fraternity." said Habibi. '·'That's kids
Armenians."
stuff.'' '
"At Tehran U . .' you want to join a frat,
you have to storm an embassy and take no
lt•ss than 50 hostages. It has beco111e too
t·nmmercial. however, so it isn't done
- - ~ by Dick Glynn---111uch anymore." .
llah1hi said the larger universities in
110~01,ur,u--During an unscheduled
Pakistan and Thailand require fraternity
meeting · of the Honolulu City Council
ple~ges to hijack large, commercial jetTuesday evening, the city's major crimes
liners and make "outlandish demands" for
officially became another Hawaii tourist
mo'ney or release of "'political" prisoners
attraction.
in exchange for lives of- passengers and
After a lengthy discussion, the council
erewmembers.
un<!nimously adopted a motion 'that set the
lie also said one fraternity which mainweek of April 1;8 as Honolulu's first Innotains very high standards for membersh(p
cent Bystander Week' _.and · recognized
is the Palestine Liberation Organization
crimes--such as murder and rape--as "po,PLO>.
tential'' tourist attractions.
Honolulu Mayor Eileen Andersin told the
· 'The PLO requires extensive knowledge
council
she -considered the week a "new
of firearms and explosives, as well as good
low" in aiding the floundering tourist
connections with influential peopl~ such as
industry in Hawaii.
daughters of wealthy American publish''What we have been faced with is a
ers:· he said.
monulTlental rise in violent crimes against
College terrorist pranks, 111uch like
tourists by Hawaiian residents," Andersin
American short-sheeting and live goldfish
said. "Just three weeks ago, a busload of

Nominations for 1981-82 EWU Homecoming Queen opened this week and EWU
student-animal Ima Sow was one of the first to file for the prestigious title.
Ms. Sow, a ·senior majoring in ~akin-bacon, is shown here hamming it up for an
official pageant photographer. A native of Hickory Farms, Idaho, Ms. Sow plans to seek
a career fn pork reproduction upon graduation from Eastern (a wise choice considering
the alternative].
Among her hobbies and outside interests, Ms.Sow especially enjoys attending
football games in the fall and loves to watch the boys toss around the old pigskin.
Tht• porky senior was somewhat shy when asked about her chances for winning the ·
title, grunting an ina.udible sound this reporter interpreted as a desire to hog the
limelight•e-arly. and rest on a big lead in the ear•y balloting.
.

/

Hawaii tUrris, crime ·into ·cash
Japanese tourists was hijacked and later
found in a local swap meet, where the
tourists were sold by the hijackers and
bought by other tourists looking for good
buys. The city lost a bundle on that."
Andersin said the council hopes to offset
bad publicity by "transforming murders,
rapes, and casual assaults into another
thriving Hawaiian industry.''
The week will begin with a schedufed 10kilometer foot race beginning in Chinatown and ending on Waikiki Beach.
" We plan to let a bunch of Samoan
refugees chase a few plane loads of
tourists around the area· during daylight, '
so they'll be more familiar with the city
when they are chased for real at night,"
she said.
Plans are also · underway for a daily
bus-jacking and subsequent poi fight at the

Army·: orders Kojak cuts·
.
tor ROTC students
.

.

•

.

I

'

I

The Department of the Army recently ·
announced plans to implement new grooming regulations beginning in May.
The "Kojak Cut" will require that all
Army soldiers and most ROTC students
maintain shaved heads in order to present
"a uniformly clean and sol ierly appearance," said an Army spokesman.
"In light of recent issues pertaining to
so-called equal rights and the need to
protect the soldier from i~festation, President Ronald Reagan and myself felt this
new policy would do the job," said Gen.
Armand Getton, commander, U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command, Muscle
"Of course this regulation would not

•

affect general officers," he said.
Initially, Getton and other general offiROTC programs nationwide ~ill als~ ·be
cers were opposed · to the new haircut
affected'by
the policy change, Getton said.
policy, which, they said, would adversely
"If ROTC students don:t like looking like
affect the recruiting and retention of both
robots,
they don't belong in this man's
sexes in the Army.
Army,"
he said.
But after numerous conferences with
Reagan and top administrative officials,
Getton did say, however, that only those
ROTC
students in their junior and senior
the Army opted for the new unisex style.
"What Ron said to me was 'Armand, years will be affected by the change, since
baby, if they don't join up, we'll just draft ·the Army, "didn't have a legal hold on the
their a-ses,' " Getton said, adding that little ones--yet."
the President "rubbed his hands and
"When we had to let women do the same
looked dreamy."
jobs as men, some of the troops began
Getton said the new hair regulations griping about why the women could
would be a boon to the Ar;my in the long run keep their long hair. Well, by golly, we've
and a "morale booster" in the short run.
remedied th~ t,'' Getton said.

Honolulu Zoo. Other planned events for.the
week will include visits by celebrity
rapists--with a guest appearance by Roman Polanski--and a John Lennon look.
alike contest.
•
"We believe this new program will be so
great a success that other cities plagued
with these major crimes will follow suit, "
the 32-year-old mayor said. "We've already had inquiries from Pocatello, Idaho
and San Francisco. It's an exciting new
concept in entertainment."
Andersin advised tourists to make reservations early for the festivities.
"I'm sure we' ll have droves of people
coming," Andersin said. " And where's
there's tourists, there's money. And of
course, crime: I feel it's my job to turn
murder and mayhem into the people's
advantage. "

"·
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"the unique b~utique"
Downtown Cheney

DANCING

.

. SUPPLIES

Complete line Of
Capezio-Danskin-Flexatard

Sizes 3-15, 8-20

LEOTARDS: .
'

• DANCING• GYMNASTICS
• SKA TING • EXEIICISE

~~

TIGHTS:
• FUll FASHIONED
• SEAMlESS • NO FEET
OPERA MESH• STIRRUP

.

NAC.H 0S
99t / 2 for -1

SHOES:

•TOE• IAlLET • TAP

Birthday
Special

~.
,

It

8

J

'N ACHO~~SOPREMI:
·$1~21-·1:·2 ·tOr 1

12 .Tc, 6 PM f'riddyJ
C/Mrd Sun And Mon

EM71:l lo\~~ME
S. 210 POST

MAIi ORDCRS f'H(\M~IIV IIII U

CHENEY -RECYO
.

Offer good Thurs., Fri., and Sat.

~<:·

'

.

, ~

10%-30% OFF
..

f AP & BALLET RECORD$
STAGE MAKC-11'

-t: . Hours JO AM-5 30 PM Dd1/y

6

,

Select your purchase
and spin the wheel for
'

,· • ·

WE .BUY A~

Free Cookies & Coffee Friday

'

WEACCEPT: c

I

I

I

•I

::...

.

.

WE NEED VOLU
· HOURS TUES. & TH!
CA.LL FOR~~
8243rd
·,
--,

ALPHA KAPPA ·PSI

. TOWN & COUNTRY NOW·

Professional Business Fraternity

DOES REPAIR WORK!

... becau,se you care about , .
your business future
,

TYPEWRITERS
CALCULAroRS '
ADDING MACHINES
· ,..
.
.
,
Town & Country TV and Appliance '•·
.

1814 2nd

235-6122

. Cheney

J

t.

. . 'LAST CJ

Alpha Kappa Psi Membership: Drive .
A .

'

•

'

· . ON NOW (Apr. 6 to Apr.17)

.

'

· Sl?AING
INTR.A-

.

CONTACT.ANY MEMBER OR COME BY
KINGSTON ROOM 328-~

OPEN TO BUSINESS, RADIO-TV MANAGEMENT,
FASHION MERCHANDISING ANQ ECONOMICS MAJORS

.

.

LAST-CMANCE RIDING ·STABLES-

---Phone 359-2522---•

'

.

HORSES FOR BEGINNERS
- AND
EXPERIENCED RIDERS

BOW

.

CALLJ

CHENE

.Owl ~harma~y

$4.00 ~r hour

LEAGUES STA

170f

PACK-A-DAY v ·I TAMINS

.

CONTAINS 19 VITAMINS & MINERALS AND
12 OTHER NUTRIENTS.
HIGH POTENCY&. SUSTAINED RELEASE

Also Begi(Jner lessons
CALL fi=OR -APPOINTMENT· .
235-8948·

ONE MONTH SUPPLY ONLY

$4.99 · Reg. •g99

--~-~--~--~----~------~~----~-,_,_
· MON.-SAT.

235-8441 '

.,

9-6

--- - - -

~ ~ - - ----

r------~----~-~------------,

: .
I
.I

,,,,,_,,_,,__,

. ·.

I

•

~
TWO
. ·EASTERN OMELEUES ·. .
.. FO.R ·THE '
'. '•·\
PBICE OF ONE

·, I.

I.
I
II

j

,

·Expires 4/30/81

•

,

~--------~--

•

I

Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent

. · ELEGANT EGG ·. .
. ·R~S!,AURANT
•

BA~ON & EGGS
FOR
$1.79.:
.1
Served with pancakes or hashbrowns and toast
· I · · Expires 4/30/81
·
Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent
..
'

THOM•AN

IS TALKING
OPPORTUNITYII

8'.l'A'J'JON
.

.

'

LAD.IES .NIG." 'T .

L

HALF PRICED

:
I
I

I

Friday & Saturday
...
7:00 · 9:00

.. :·
:

,

1213 S. V)

SANTA AN

I
I
I
I

Thom McAn, leader in the field
exceHent opportunities,for grad
retail management.
We've built an ever-expa
stores throughout the United S
are to add 300 more stores ove
planned growth along with our
spells OPPORTUNITY- .
• to enter our managema
• to receive promotions
• to receive an excellent
To find out more about our natl
our "Fast Track" management
plaeement office or send resu
DAN ~

I
I
I

.
Mon.-Fri.
4-6
p.m·.
. Big Screen T.V•

I

I

L-----------------~~-------J·
'

.

I

I
--~~-~-----,
: . ., .

_

I
I

.I

_,,,
'

'. :

~

I

I
I

ELEGANTEGG
RESTAURANT

'-

A company representative will ti
APRIL 9, '1

~
A Division o
We are proud to be an

.

--
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inflation if we
just use our

•ALOE VERA .
PRODUCTS
•HANDCRA.FTED
EASTER ITEMS
•BIRD HOUSES
113 F St., Cheney

dollars and sense.

I

_I

(Across from Owl Pharmacy)
-

•

~

--
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WANT TO BEA

r

PRIEST?

r

,·

I
I

Write or Phone Collect:
FATHER NIGRO S.J.
GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SPOKANE, WA 99258
(509) 328-4220
1,

-----------COUPON--------------,

1
'

!·

A~..-._..,.o1,,_·~c:o...a,

" ' - U S . ~ o..........
l:==~
LaN,-~,,,__

8

!

BE OUR GUEST

~

'

I

--

No, Slade didn't graduate

I

BAGGAGE CAR
~can•beat

The Easterner

~

2 FOR 1
TERIYAKI STEAKS

•8

!

$5.95

!

, _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

r--:- ----:--------------------,
.
COUPON
.
-I

VCLING GEN.YER

f

I,

ALUMINUM
CARDBOARD
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE PAPER

SU!lt,za ,~ .

I

(with no paper on them)

No Substitutions

AND
RINSED OUT CONTAINERS
GLASS (beer bottles)
.UNTEER WORKERS
THURS. ~0-3, SAT. 9-1

ffmoan/;a

.•,

OALL FOR
i QUARTER
~-MUR·A L
,VLERS! ·

II

t,

1'-

'I

Sat., Apr. 4
Sun., Apr. 5
Mon., Apr. 6

,.

1·

Tues., Apr. 7

I<

EYBOWL

Wed., Apr. 8

I

1706 2nd

10% OFF

!

<&offl/l'n~~

~--

Vegetable Beef Soup, Gr. Ham & Chse
Sand./Corn Chips, Turkey Tetrazzina, Taco
Sid, Chuckwagon Corn, .Sid. Bar
Clam Chowder, Deli Special, Meat Casserole, Chef Sld.-- Bowl, Peas, Sid. Bar
Brunch
Brunch
Cr. Chicken Soup, Beef Hash/Gravy,
Hoagie, riam Sid. Bowl, Pickled Beets
Sld. ·Bar
Lentil Soup, Fishwich, Zucchini CreoJe,
Chef Sid. Bowl, Peas, Sid. Bar
Vegetable Beef Soup, Coneys/Potato
Chips, Shepherd's Pie, Veg. Sid. Bowl,
Wax Beans, Sid. Bar
I

TART NEXT WEEKI

LL235-6278

Fri., Apr. 3

REPAIRING FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC AUTOS

iI

Luncheon ·menu served from 10:30 a.m. ·_2:15 p.m.
Thurs., Apr. 2

N. 2520 MONROE, SPOKANE

18

THANK YOU

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are avail~ble in the Cashier's Office for 10
punches for breakfast or ~unch at $17 .50 per tickets or $1. 75 per meal.
Dinner Hours 4:15 .· 6:30

1,
Ii

I
I

AUTOMOTIVE

10
I~

MARK THESE DATES
APRIL 7, 14,21,28

ORE INFORMATION
35-8949

I

I
I
I~
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CLEAN, FLAT TIN CANS

·
tr

,11
field of footwear merchandising offers
graduates interested in the field of
1xpandlog organization of over 1200
~dStates and Puerto Rico. Our plans
; over the n~xt three years. This
our present need for talented people

Jement training program
ons baaed entirely on performance
llent-earnlngs and benefit package.
nationwide opportunities to enter
ent training program contact ·your
esume to:

~N WOOD
S. VAN NESS
ANA, CA 92707

·

~-~
on of Melville Corp.
an equal opportunity employer

a

I

~I

~

l
!

I

(WITH STUDENT I.D.)

f

Ca~~appt.

326-653~ ______ _)

. . ·couPON SPECIAL
FAMOLARE SANDALS & OXFORDS

20°/o OFF

Good on any pair of famolares in stock,
Spokane stores only, through April 15.
Coupon value 1/20 of 1 cent

Limit one coupon per purchase

amoncs

USE YOUR BANKCARD. Manito Center, 29th and Grand, 747-2043. Shadle Center,
Wellesley at Alberta. Open Monday thru Friday 10:00-9:00, Sat. 10:00 to 6:00,
Sunday noon to 5:00. Laments Policy: "Our firm intention is to have every advertised
item. as described in this ad, available for sale. If an advertised item is not available for
purchase due to any unforeseen reason, we will issue a raincheck on request, so you
may purchase the item at a later date. Our policy is to satisfy our customers."

inFrance.

It's a lot easier than you think. As you'il discover in the next issue of Insider - the free
supplement to your college r1ewspaper from Ford. And it makes a lot of sense. If you're
going to learn French, why not-learn it from the experts.
· Insider will include everything you need to know to do just that We'll tell you how
to get there, what it costs, how to plan, differences between American-affiliated
universities and foreign learning institutions, an outline of language requirements
and, most importantly, how to find a job.
So if you've been thinking about taking a semester or two
abroad, stop thinking.·And next time registration comes
around, schedule your French class where you'll learn the
most. .. in France.
Don't miss the next issue of Insider. Besides travel tips, you'll
see the great new lineup of Ford cars for 1981. Featuring
Escort, Mustang and the exciting new EXP .. tomorrow is here
from the world of Ford.

Look for Insider; Ford's continuing series
of college newspaper supplements.

will be interviewing on campus:
9, '1981

c,

ANY REPAIR IN OUR SHOP

Schedule.your next French class

1

I

FORD

.,

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
Tl-ilS SUMMER!
WHY SHOULD I?

•Take · a 2 year short cut through Army
-~ ROTC at EASTERN WASHlf\JGTON UNI-

RON FROMM 23 year old senior from St. Paul,
Minn. (Park '75), Business major: "It's funny,
even though being an Army officer has always
appealed to me, I didn't take ROTC during my
first two years of college. Then when I heard
that basic camp is a 2 year short cut through
the program, I really started thinking about It
again. Later I learned the best part . . . they
were willing to pav my round trip air fare . to
Kentucky plus room and board at Fort Knox. I
made nearly $500 and earned 3 college credits ...
and through it all I had no obligatlon--kind ol a
free look! I think If a student is even remotely
Interested, basic camp Is the best way to go .. .
afterwards you can make an intelligent decision
if you want to continue or not."

•t

VERSITY by attending a 6 week camp at
Fort Knox, Kentucky, this summer. If
.

ypu'd like to know more about what it's
like to be an officer, here's a chance to
take a close look without committing

Y.9U rsel f.
TRACY BIHSFIELD 22 year old senior from Spokane (Mead '77), Varsity Cross Country/Track,
Criminal Justice Major: "I went to camp to have
a different kind of experience and to learn more
about what it would be like to be an officer.
When I was a student at Spokane Community
College I couldn't take ROTC, so camp gave me
a chance to make up the 2 years I had missed,
plus it also let me take a close look without
having to commit myself. I wouldn't take anything for the chance to travel and meet kids
from all over the U.S. It was really interesting
to see the regional differences in people and to
grow close In friendship. I think those six weeks
were a wise investment In the future."

• We pay your round trip air fare, room
and board, and nearly $500

plus

..

you'll earn 3 college credits! Y.OU IN-

.

J

-

CUR NO ·OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER.

ll'il fact, you are free to lea.ve camp at
any time. · Our hope is (ffiat you'll like
PETE LETZ 23 year old senior from Curlew (Curlew '76), Social Work ma/or: "Camp was a learning experience in a variety of ways. The objective
was to build leadership and self confidence. It's
a challenge to be dealt with head on, a chance
to make new friends and learn teamwork. Camp
has hardships, but It's not all mud and boots ...
there is ample time to visit the Officer's Club and
to check out the Louisville area. We rode one of
those big paddlewheel steamboats down the
Mississippi River and went to the Kentucky Der- by racetrack. The main thing is that camp
opened up a few more doors to my future. The
training received Is valuable no matter what' l
ultimately do. And now that I'm back on campus,
the $100 per month I receive from ROTC really
helps out financially!"

I'

:·· what you . see and continue with ROTC

(

next fall - if not, no questJ6r.1s asked.

• You'll meet both male and female student.s from over: 275 universities. You'll
learn such things as leadership skills,
map reading, first aid, marksmanship,

ZACH BONDS 19 year old sophomore from
Medical Lake (Medical Lake '79), Biology major:
"Basic CBfTIP was truly a super experience and
well worth the time spent there. I learned a lot
more than I thought I would and met many interesting people. I actually looked forward to what
unique experiences each day would bring and
began to realize that ,b ecoming an officer
would be valuable no matter what- career I
choose in the future. The best thing about camp
was that It helped me make a decision I'm happy
with. The worst thing was having to say goodbye
to all my new friends.:··

communications, and self-confidence.

• Spread your wings ttftis sumnier and
visit the -historic heartland of America.
.'

'

You'll tiave ample time to see the sights
and. ·make . great memories
••

arad you

just . might discover
an attractive possi.

/

'

'

bility for yo~r future!

SELECT YOUR CAMP DATE:

.•

•MAY 17-JUNE
25
.
•MAY 25-JULY 2
•MAY 31-JULY 9
.

•JUNE 28-AUGUST 6
•JULY 5-AUGUST 13
•JULY 12-AUGUST 20

• Drop by Cadet Hall anytime and view
our 10-minute co,or film about YOUR
r •

..

summer adventure!
'

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
COL_
LECT (509) 359-2386
.,

...
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Smile! It won't cause cancer
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This summer EWU ROTC students may
have some unique on-the-job trainipg
offered through the Army's new Operation El .Salvador (OES>.
·
Open only to ROTC students between
their ~unior and, senior year in college,
OES 1s expected to pr,pvide men and
women with opportunities to uphold repressive regimesi while at the same time
•.saving El' ·Salvadorians from the Cubanarm~d "freedom Fighters," · Pentagon
officials announced Monc:lay. ·
The announcement of the new program
was met here with generally favorable and
ambitious responses. ..
"I can't wait to get there," said EWU·
Cadet Col. Lolita I;>. Poisenb'u ry. "It'll be
so much more fun than that dreary
summer camp at Fort Lewis. I just hope I
don't catch dysentery!"
·

'

"Hell, I just spent $350 on a good
camera . If I had known about the operation, I would have bought a new pistol, "
said ROTC cadet R. Ed Neck.
ROTC students are expected to have
classes in creative loqter control, identifi~
cation of possible homosexual terrorists,
and repossession of Mercedes from El
Salvador citizens, an Army spokesman
said.
Pentagon officials said Monday that if
the program is a success, El Salvador
could be used as a regular training camp
for tl:le Army .
"'We may as well use El Salvador and
other banana republics · in the future for
basic training substitutes, " said one·Army
official who' asked to remain anonymous.
"Let the troops become familiar with
Latin American countries is what I say."

a.
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Anny advertises new summer programs now being offered by EWU's ROTC.

Student finds food service 'fun'
.

Shii·h•~· Shon•l lays it on thick while
1>n·1>ari11g dinner for Tawanka patrons.

by Sara-Transvestite

Shirley Shovel is a Tawanka food server
and she l'ikes her job so much she i~
considering changing her major from
psychology to home econom'ics.
Some would say that · is an extreme
switch. However, the 24-year-old Pillsbury, Ark., native sees the two fields
closely related.
"Freud would have · a hay day in
, Tawanka .
"A_fter-all, you have got to admit there is
sometning peculiar about a group of
people who would eat three kinds of
starches three times a day. Soll\e even ask
1'.or seconds . Now if that's not sick, I don't
know wha t is ... Sho\'el said.
For the last y<.•ar ...The Shoveler," as
~ht• 1s L'd llt•d b,· her co-workers has
worke d hoth the f,:ont line, serving, a~d th~
back line. cooking. Her job experience has
allowed her to draw some very strange
coru: lusions about Tawanka visitors.
.. I h.i \ ' l' madt.• a ca reful study of the
IJPopll• who eat here. a nd I have come up
with two basic grnups .
··Ttw first group of weirdos are the 'Bird
1':.iters. · They are I.he ones who will
wrinkle their collective noses at everything . And I mean everything--from the
main course right down the line to the
dessert. They eventually select one or two
recognizable it~ms and then spend the

nexl 45 minutes pushing it around on their
plates, telling everyone how they cannot
stomach the food .
''The funny thing is that they are the
same ones who seem to. weigh in at 200 lbs.
So you know that they are either eating
some of this food or they have set up house
in front of the candy machines and have
requested to receive their financial aid in
qua rte rs," she said.
The second group of eaters, she said,
gives her . a chance to use lessons she
learned_in her psychology classes.
"The second kind of eaters are the
'Gobblers·, those psychos who enter the
lines with their napkins pinned to their
chins. They race in and grab one of
everything and then speed to the nearest
table and shovel the food. Occasionally
they wi II stop long enough to ask to be
passed the salt. Their rhythm is interrupted only when they decide to come up
for air. I find it all so fascinating !" said
Shovel.
Slwvel's future plans include a visit to
Eastern State Hospi tal where she hopes to
put to use the premise of her yet-to-becompleted mas ter's thesis.
. "I'm doing my thesis on a comparison of
the two eaters. I figure it all goes back to
their childhood.
"You see, the 'Bird Eaters' were most
likely raised by over-bearin arents who

forced them to eat everything on their
plates. And at the same time they would
reminq them that " there are starving
children overseas who would be damned
happy to have your food .'
· 'This more than likely caused the old
Performance Expectancy Syndrome, followed by a deep hatred for all overseas
children.
" Now the 'Gobblers' problem obviously
stems from the mother ; that is to say she
was probably a rotten cook. So out of
self-preservation, the 'Gobbler' learned to
inhale food to avoid the raunchy taste,"
Shovel said.
When s he's not serving guests on the
front line. Shovel s teps back into the
Tawanka kitchens , " a real Twighlight
Zone ."
"Well , I took over her job for awhile and
learned how to cook real well. But I'll tell
you something if you don 't print it. I put
some secret ingr edi ents in the food. Wha t?
I'll give you a hint : you ca n' t smell it,"
Shovel said.
'One day last quarte r the boss as.ked m e
t,i fill in for one of the cooks who had quit
because she cut her finger . Boy , talk about
ugly. No sooner had she finished yelling
when gangrene set in. She had to beat ba~ck
a swarm of resident flies to get out the
door.

MM advocates Harassment all9ged
test-tube babes
"Test-tube babies are the cleanest and
most moral way of having children," said
Priscilla P. Pristine, local representative
for the Moral Majority.
Ms. Pristine, dressed in a black suit and
black seamed nylons, yesterday addressed
a group of EWU students who thought
"they were there for a seminar on innert ubing ...
''Not only will. test-tubing free people to
conceive children chastily, but we will be
able to raise them morally pure," added
Ms. Pristine.
Adjusting a garter, Ms. Pristine said,
"Test-tube babies would eliminate any
excuses for ssssssss se se, er, sex education in the schools."
.
. Appearing somewhat flustered, the 84·
year-old Cheney resident placed indignant
hands on her full, flaring hips and told the
audience her next campaign would be to
eliminate the 'word sex from the English
language.
''This is a vile and filthy word,' ' she said,
stamping a black-booted foot. "It was only
through sin that we wer e forced to have
sssss se ... you know."
Ms . Pristine the n quoted the Bible,
Genesis 1: 28:
" And God blessed them and sa id unto ,
them be fruitful and multiply , and have

dominion over the fish of the sea and over
the fowl of the air and over every living
thing that moves .
"God said be fruitful and multiply, he
didn't say have sssssss se se, er sex," said
Ms. Pristine.
· ~Praise the Lord. With test-tube babies
_we can purge the world of sex ."
Ms . Pristine then opened the floor to a
question and answer period, telling the
a udience to feel free to call her "Prissy ."
The seminar was promptly ended, however, when Samuel Meek, a human sexuality major, asked, "Aren't you the 'I'll
purge your pud Prissy' who advertises in
the Berkley Barb~"
At this point, Ms. Pristine jumped t·rom
the podium in a rage, pulling the strap
from her purse and began flailing Meek,
screaming, " Look at Prissy's magnificent ·
breast will you ? ·Prissy will purge you.' '
Campus Security promptly arrived and
removed "Prissy" and Meek.
Ms , Pristine will be s peaking on the
Stamp Out S-X oa mpaign some time in
June.
Ms. Pristine swore earlier to eliminate
such words as sextant, sextet and sextile
from the English la nguage.

Itoldya Idtell, private secretary to PUB
Director Bert Muff, announced today she
has filed sexual harassment charges with
the Cheney Police Department against two
male employees who work in the third
floor office.
In an impromptu press conference,
Idtell said, "I've kept my mouth shut
about this for a long time. I'm a tolerant .
. person and I'm used to my bosses calling
me 'doll' ... but when they started pulling
strings to get me alone in their offices, wel~
a girl has to do something .' '
"I insta ll ed a ca mera in my desk and I
have some ve ry incriminating filtns which
will show these fellows trying to force m e
into playing finger puppet games with
them," she said.
An anonymous source who works with
ldtell said , "The poor girl has r eally been
through some long, hard times with the
men around here ...though from what I
hear, some of them were short and soft,"
she said.

" She r eally is a living doll and I for one
would like to stand behind her all the
way, " he added .
At the conclusion of the conference
ldtell said, " I never thought I would be a'
victim of such perversions. I always
thought of Eastern, with its large Mormon
population, as a sort of missionary school.
But goodness knows that not a one of them
ever seemed interested in that position ...
The experience has been very dehumanizing . I want to be treated as a woman not
as someones' plaything, " she said.

Another PUB employee, who asked that
his name be withheld, said his office would
offer Idtell moral and legal support with
the case.
" If the woman has been wronged, then
we want to see justice done. If they fire her
over this , I'll find her a job in my family's
compa ny," he said.
The employee said his family has a
Greek-based company which expor ts olive
oil and other lubricants.
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Memorial tenllis tourney
:set-tor .Spring quarter
----nby Swill Stiff

.

Both climbers landed in a mud-strewn
valley. .They were discovered three weeks
lat~r by a search and rescue squad.

In commemoration of the recent tragic
deaTh of former editor Jim Ktosby, and
former Sports Editor Gerry King, the
Associated Students of EWU have scheduled the first Krosby.-King Pro-Am Tennis
Tournament.
.
Long-time best friends, ~osby and King
were killed in September while attempting
tneir first dual climb up the north face of
treacherous Mt. Spokan~.
Both newsmen were experienced climbers, having ·made numerous climb&.
King, leading the Mt. ~pokane Expedition, lost his professional perspective and
slipped off the mountain, dragging Krosby
with him down a rock-lined 200-foot slope.
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N. 225 Poll 747-7510
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7:30 & 9:50
•
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!SUBJECT M~TTER toNIGHTI

7:15
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Spokane Search and Rescue
Coordinator Ron Allinson said, "I
think those two guys were just
way over their heads up there."

"A BRILLIANT, TIE.ESS, POWERHOlJSE DRAMA. Su- :
perbly played. Apacesetter."
-Bruce Wllainson •
"••••. A truly great fin. Superb performances from •
an outstanding cast. Please don't niss it."
•
The Krosby-King Pro-Am is
-Richard Freedman • scheduled for the weekend of

I

."A STIRRING

•:

~DRAMAOF

•

EPIC

:

May 16-17. Professional and
amateur netters from North
America ·and Europe are expected to participate.

DIMENSIONS..." ••

Tournament Director· Kerry

-Rex Reed• Lymans said, "We expect U.S.

• Open champio~ Dumbo Bonners,
: four-time Wimbleton champion
• Bor~ Bore_d, and Frt?nch and
Itahan Oper;i winners Hans
: (Spoiled) Madenlow.

.'Bm er .,". .
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. ora11t .=. participants
At press time, .however,
had eritered.
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WINNER of 10 AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY AWARDS

•
•

lndudina Bat Pictutt, Bat Dlrutor. Bat Actor
Ed rd~:h Austrilian film Corpo_ration ~nts
Wil . wbodwilrd · )¥:k Thompson in 'B~u.cr Mor,nt

e
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•
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All proceec;ts from the KrosbyKing will be used to set up a
journalism rehabilitation pr~gram at the Kingsby Home for
Sexual Offenders.

-

The_,toughest _-job
-_·you.8.ever love.·

Brawn Braver, Eastern Washington University· Ath etic Director. announced that the
Eagl_e Weight Guessing Team, long r!'legated to ·c1ub sta,us, will be prom.otejl,to a full
varsity sport next season. Braver, a former NAIA Weight Guessbl_g champion at
Slippery Rock, expects Eastern to be very competitive In the tough F .A.C.E.
conference. "I hope to make some really g~ athle.t es into some really good
weight-guessers," said Braver. Eddie [Lips] Jackson, above, using the ·racial'
technique he pioneered, is e~pected to be a team leader next year. Tryout-s for next
year's squad will be held the week of April 6-12 in the Phase webtht room.

~PICK-UP TRUCK
valued at $3,778
sold
.
for $250. Many more
. bargains available for
sale thru government
auctions. Calt 602-9418014 '=xt. ff777.
~

. COLtEGE
PARK·
.
. ~P.ARTMENTS
~

.

W. 18 2nd

Furnished . · ,
UnfurnisheHr ..
235-6155 after 1;30
I

p.m.

I

We admit it. It takes a different kind of person to be a Peace Corps Volunteer.
· We won't mislead y_o u with glowing pictures of exotic lands. The hours as a volunteer are long. The pay is modest. And the frustrations sometimes seem overwhelming.
But the satisfactions and rewards are immense. You'll be immersed in a new culture,
become fluent in a new language, and learn far more about yourself than you ever
expected.
You'll also discover that progress in the Peace Corps is measured in small accomplishments. Such as rural health clinics established in Kenya . .Irrigation systems built in
Upper Volta. Fresh-water fish ponds started in the Philippines . .
The progress may seem modest, but to people in developing nations who have
never before ,hatl clean drinking water, basic
health care, or enough to eat, the Peace Corps
brings a message of hope and change.
We invite you to look into the volunteer
opportunities beginning t)lis year in 65
developing nations. See our representatives
for details.

Three ten.Dollar ($10) ,
Gift Certificates ..

PE~CE
CORPS
'

·

to be given away
Names to be drawn April 30

·

(Good towards any merchandise in the store)

Enter

INFORMATION TABLE: Mon-Tues Apr. 13-14

,,,.me only at the J..,, Parlour

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
ONE GIFT CERT/FICA TE PER NAM£ ORA WN.

Main Lobby, PUB
9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

ALM SEMINAR & DISCUSSION: Mon. Apr. 13
•
:r,

309 Showalter Hall
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

~

INTERVIEWS: Wed., Apr. 16

<

310 Showalter Hall
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
.,

.' .
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EWU .f i.shing pond
will relieve tension
,,

by Krok FlneLay- - -

I am sure all of you saw the bulldozers
and tractors out in the courtyard winter
quarter. Right?
Probably thought they were just cleaning up the walkways or out there for show.
Well, little did most people, know th~t
that heavy equipment was clearing the
way for a fishing pond. Yes, EWU's· own
personal fishing pond, smack in the middle
of the mall.
The pond, 50 yards x 50 yards, was
appr:oved last fall by the Associated
Students, a direct result of continued
pressu~e by campus fishermen, who
claimed the Phase discriminated .against
them by providing facilities for other
s ports but not.fishing.
Roy "Bear" MacCleish and Steve Slupski, president and vice president of the
EWU Fisherman's Union, agreed that it
was time to end "this foolishness. "
Both men were optimistic that other
colleges would follow EWU's ex~mple.
"I know Gonzaga and Washington State
University• have fishing facilities on campus. Someqme in the future we might take
a team to those schools to compete," said
~lupski.

claimed that a pond would likely alleviate
some major student stress-related illnesses .
Health Cent~r nurse Lu Lu Gusgot
explains there were nearly 800 reported
cases of nervous breakdown and other
related basket· cases last year.
" Something had to be done about the
situation," said Gusgot. "I think the pond
will take a lot of pressl:lr;e off students, and
the beer stand shouldn't hurt at all."
Beer stand? Oh yes , I forgot. That has
been approved , too.
Still under construction, three beer
stands will be placed at various loca tions
a round the pond, · while kegs will be
supplied by Tawanka .
In anticipation of crowds, Tawanka
officials urge students and faculty to make
reservations, and have installed a special
telephone--Dial-a-Fish--which will surely
be ringing "off the hook. "
All types of fish--from goldfish to bass,
steelhead to salmon--will inhabit the pond,
according to pond officials .
Campus Safety has been asked-to patrol
the pond and to place in custody any
"wrongdoers." Citations will be issued to
individuals caught keeping fish too small
to fit in your pocket, exceeding the limit of
four fish,
urinating on nearby trees,
drowning administrators.
The ma.ximum penalty for those convicted of pond crimes is the loss of alcohol
privileges for one week, said assistant
Campus Police Chief Ben Oover.
In addition to fishing, the pond will also
be used for such activities as water skiing,
s<.:uha diving. and canoe and paddle boat
rentals. sponsored by outdoor recreation
n ·nta Is.
·

l

,o
But don't be misled, friends. This elite
l>l'd of wa tt:•r has been ~ons tructed with
n1ore than the average was hed-up jack
,I ri ,p fislwrma n in mind. The ma in purpn~c· ot tlw pond is to provide students and
Ltl·ulty \\' it h a· bit of re la xa tion a nd
l'l'l: l'l'i.l I-ion.
Before the AS approved c;:onstruction of
the pond. it heard testimony from various
loca l physicia ns a nd psychiatrists who

skiing

" Water
will be a challenge
because of the limited space. But I think
the paddle boats should attract a lot of
people ... quipped spokesman Ron Sonys .
The pond is scheduled to open in three
\\' t eks . a nd will fea ture opening day
.i ct iviti es. inelurling Mayor Jim Westhead
throi.\'ing out the honora ry first fis h ;
Tawa nka dining ha ll sponsoring an out·
door .fish B-bque ( bring your own ca td
a nd mea l card i . a lon'g with the first annua
ski jumping c ontest.
1

EWU student Rod Angler stops off at the recently completed fishing pond for a
relaxing cast. Angler, a senior majoring in fly-fishing, is just.one of many Eastern
students taking advantage of the new facility to recreate between classes.

For a healthy heart
start drinlcingheavily
- -- - b y Swlll Stltt - - - A s tudy comm issioned by the . Inland
Empire Track Coaches Association on
beer drinking trackster~ provides new
evidence that heavy drinking may help
prevent heart disea se.
Ea rlier s tudies have show n that people
who exercise vigor ously have higher than
usual blood levels of HDL-C fats that help
protect people against hear t disease.
The researcher s conducted blood level
tests on 180 alcoholic a nd non-a lcoh'olic
runners from va rious Inla nd Empire
Colleges. They found that HDL-C levels
were lowest among non-drinkers.

E agle track s tandout John <Spike ) Abster a dded , " E very s ince (hic J I have
sta r ted ( hie l d rinking heavily, I haven't
even thought 1hic) about hear t dise ase."

FRANKLY SPEAKING
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They were hi gher among those who
dran k up to 60 ou nces of alcohol a week .
And they wer e highest for those who
cons umed between 3-6 gallons a week.
E.W.U. Track Coach Arnold (Red)
Cheeks says, "This study c learly provides
a sufficient basis for recommendation that
non-drinkers adopt a habit of ~eavy
a lcohql consumption."

.· ff//1
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Sports~ Shorts
by Swill Stiff

by Dentist Lays

It's ru mored that EWU head football
coach Th ick Thornes was recently c harged
· with illegal camping . It seems that
Thornes ha d unlawfully pitched a tent near
the front door of a highly touted recru it.
Speaking of the redistribution of scholars hip funds, head track coach Berry Fartin
was overheard saying, "Baseball been
ber ry, berry good to me."
..

t'

Eastern 's new fishing pond will also be used as a winter recreation facility. John
[ Nets] Minder, above, and the rest of the Eagle Hockey Team will be looking forward
to moving out of the dilapidated ice rink in Showalter Hall aud into the new outdoor
arena .

~000:0 0 0000000000000-000
Congr atula tions ar e in order to assistant
basketball coach De Heaven Hell, who
recently gr aduated from the Danny Meyer
(Seattle Mariners) school of Neck contortionism. Other neck crackers included
E lgin Baylor, Jesus Alou, George Foster
and John McEnroe.

by Krok FineLay

Recently , hoop coach Very Lause was
named to the Washington Athletic Conference's list of the 10 best dressed coaches.
J.C. Penney, Lause's tailor, was unavailable for comment.
~M00000000~000.0004
In line with EWU's concern with sports
division upward mobility within the
NCAA, Eastern's Athletic Director Brawn
Braver reports that every EWU varsity
sports program will go yet another step
further and form its own division--the
NCAA Face Elite Division. Eastern will
not qualify for any postseason championships during the 1981-82 season--no, its not
a probationary period, its just that no one
else in the country is a member of this
division.

.,
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It may be Cheney's best-kept secret, but
recently the city hosted its First Annual
Sarah Tucker Dessert Open.
Wl)at? You say you didn't even know
Cheney had a golf course? ·Actually, there
are three courses in our fair (but only fair)
city.
.
.,
The Upper Course, located in the wheat
fields above the dorms, is a hilly 10,000yard stretch, with a par of
The Outer Course encircles the entire
Cheney-greater-Medical Lake-Tyler area ·
and plays a bit tougher. • It's a 35-mile
course and is a par 504.
Tournament officials opted to use the
easiest, most natural course for their
initial contest-the Inner Course, which
stretches all the way from Moos Field,
north on Third Street for one block,
dog-legs at a vicious 90-degree angle for
another block, to Skip Cavanaugh's and
Dennis Warnecke's front yard.
The course is a one hole, two block; par
six course, with a rather difficult pin
placement. The hole is the right, rear leg
of a stolen barbeque, located near a large
living room picture window. It is surrounded by numerous, treacherous lawn chair
traps.
The tournament was conceived · and
played on a sunny Friday during dead
week, as a result of an afternoon softball
game being called on account of dinner.
The contestants included such notable
local strokers as the deceptively young
Terry Parker, Rod (no relation to Gerry)
King, the infamous Mike Warnecke and, of
course, yours truly (that's me).
After a short warm-up period on the
driving range (which stretches from the
corner of Moos, across Main Street to the
Railroad tracks on the road to Turnbull),
our foursome teed up for the opening
drives.
I pulled my trusty 7-iron, hoping to lay it
up just short of the dog-leg. The shot was a
beauty! Just where I wanted it. Their shots
were adequate.
Our caddy, Stephanie Vann (pronounced
van dammit!> drove us to our next shots.
My three· opponents hit fairly PQOr chip
shots, leaving them long distances from
the green. 1-, however, used my magic
7-iron again for .a pretty little chipper that
left me just to the left of the green across
the street.·
I thought the coveted Tucker title was
mine, but it wasn't in the cards; .Lady
Luck just wasn't smiling on me that day;
the gods weren't on my side; I didn't eat
my Wheaties; it was a case of too little too
·late; the odds were against me; the chips
were down; it just wasn't meant to be; just
wait 'til next year:-in short- I choked.
The magic in my 7-iron died, and my
next shot clipped the opposite curb,
bounded back under a nearby parked car,
making me take a free drop to friendlier
ground.
A bit rattled now, I hurried my next shot,
mashing it into the curb again and ending
up with a tough lie in the Country Counter
produce section. Grabbing my lettuce
wedge, I hacked my way out of trouble and
limped home with a despicable quadruple-.
bogie 10. King managed a respectable par
to win the Tucker Open and the champ's
check for $1.29.
Despite the "success" of this year's
contest, plans for next year's tournament
are already underway, according to tourney director Arnold "Bogie" McDivit.
"I know we didn't have much of a
turnout this year," McDivit said, "but wait
till next year. The Sarah Tucker will be
better than ever. More money, more beer,
more caddies and ·a lot more etc.''
Plans are also on the drawing· board for
a Gerry ·(no relation to Rod) King Memorial All-Male Cheney Country Club, according to McDivit.
"I feel it's only appropriate," McDivit
explained. "The (NRTR)KMAMCCC will
be for men only. The 19th hole will, of
course, be at Showies, with most of the

will only hold the most demeaning positions--assistant <;;addy, ice crusher in the
concession stand, flag poles on the greens,
cl~at cleaners, and, of c~urse, they'll do all

pins placed inside downtown Cheney bars.
"Oh, sure, women will be allowed to ·
work on the course," he continued. "But,
in the great tradition of 'Mr.' King, they

the ·cooking ·and cleaning up around the
place. "
-.....
I think Gerry would have wanted it that
way.
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Three contestants in the recent Sarah Tucker Dessert Open tee up on the body of the pre-tourney favorite, Sandy Trapp. The hackers are,
from left to right, Rod [no relation to Jerry] King, Terry [Fossil] Parker and the always infamous Mike Warnecke.
·

·sports writer, 18-wheeler ,
l8i1gle· on·-baseb_
a ll road trip
- - - - b y Staff Vane---Looking for the ultimate "white
Knuckle" ride? ·
You won't find it at California's Magic
Mountain or at Florida's fabulous Walt
Disney World.
The ride guaranteed to make you repent
and leave skid marks in your shorts is·
right here at EWU.
·
It is riding shotgun-to Lewiston, Idaho
with sports writer <and sometimes automobile driver) Kirk Findlay. Allow me to
elaborate.
A couple of weeks ago, a few of us
writers were kicking arom;id the idea of
taking a road-trip to Lewiston to "cover"
the annual Banana Belt Baseball Tournament.
Initially, four of us were going--Sports
Editor .Dennis Hays, sports writers Phillip
"Scoop" Smith, Findlay and me . .
We decided to leave. Cheney at 10 a .m.
Saturday, after gassing up and purchasing
the "must~" for the 108-mile journey that
lay before us.
The game plan was set until Scoop called
at 9: 30 a.m. and said he had to "study for a
final with his marketing research team
and wouldn't be able to make it." Probably
got a tip from someone who had encountereci the "Findlay experience" in the past.
Findlay and Hays arrived at my place at
about 10: 45. Findlay was clad in baseball
pants, baseball cap and baseball shirt
(none of these matched). He also tugged
along a 35mm camera and a 200mm lens,
which he had no idea in God's green earth
how to operate.
Later we discovered Findlay knew
almost as much about operating a motorized vehicle.

We bought $12 worth of gas and a
roadmap; none of us knew where Lewiston
was. We then made a l)ee line for Safeway,
and stocked up on,the necessary provisions
.--a case of Rainier "tall boys" , a box of
powdered sugar doughnuts, two bags of
ice, a can of Copenhagen <for Dennis) and
ah economy..sized bag of Doritos, which
Kirk managed to back over in the parking
. lot.
Strike one.
The weather was perfect for a roadtrip
and, with the exception of a few well-flattened rodents laid out here and there, the
highway was all ours-•lucky for Findlay,

one hand he had a powdered sugar
doughnut, in the other hand a brew, and
Lord only knows how he managed to fiddle
with the radio, which kept shorting out
every mile and a hair o.r so, .
All this and more led us to believe that
Findlay should major in theatre--he does a
.good job impersonating a competent
motorist.
Whether it was in our horoscope or .the
Novina--with a tripte scoop o( Hail Marys-I don't know, but we made it to Lewiston
alh·e but in questionable spirits.
Findlay struUed up to the gate of Harris
Field .and produced his press card. The
gate attendants exchanged glances, and I

~

who chose to take his half of the road from
the center line out.
That arrangement worked out well until
~indlay decided to share the road with an
oncoming 18-wheeler that practically overcorrected us into the ditch.
Findlay let out a sadistic little chuckle;
Dennis nearly swallowed his chew, and
after seeing the face of the truck driver as
the truck sped past us, I wished I knew how
to read lips.
Strike two.
Soon I realized that Findlay had answered the wrong calling. He should not
have been driving, but instead juggling. In

saw it was all they could do to keep from
cracking up, as they explain~ that the
card was as valuable there as electric
rollers on a camping trip.
Strike three.
Findlay was benched for the ride home
and Hays became the designated driver.
Findlay did not complain, however, as
his responsibilities included keeping an
eye on the ice chest and insuring the safe
return of his girlfriend1 s Nova.
So ther e you have it. You need not go out
of your way to find the most hair-raising
ride this side of the P ecos. Just call up
Kirk Findlay at 555-7734. Prices may vary.

